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The threat posed by cyberattacks
is global, real and growing, and no
organization is immune. When such
attacks happen, you need
to be fully prepared, which means
ensuring your infrastructure
is secure and having the
knowledge to employ the best
counter to every possible method
of attack.

Organizations can use their realworld environment to plan and
train for the cyber threat. However,
this may itself compromise
organizational security. This is
where our Next Generation CyberRange Services put you at an
advantage, by letting you easily
and securely build an authentic
emulation of your organization’s
entire network and then overlay
cyberattack scenarios.

Use our NEXT GENERATION

CYBER-RANGE SERVICES to:

Develop and
continually
enhance
your security
team’s skills

Ensure your
infrastructure
is secure

Test and
evaluate your
incident
response plans

Develop
new products
and services

Test and evaluate
the security and
integration of new or
additional networks
before roll-out

RHEA Group
Your trusted source of cyber training
and defence planning systems

To find out more visit www.rheagroup.com

Why Invest in RHEA Next Generation
Cyber-Range Services?
Globally, organizations in every industry are facing an increasing threat from
cyber risks due to rate of change in technology outstripping their ability to
respond effectively.
Cyberattacks are one of the top five global risks, according to the World Economic
Forum (WEF), which warns that “cyber vulnerabilities can come from unexpected
directions” involving weaknesses in hardware as well as software1.
Counting the cost
$2,900,000 is lost to cybercrime every
minute around the globe2.
Data breach losses
The average total cost of a breach,
including fines and lost worker hours,
is $3.92 million3.
Paying the price
Malware attacks cost victims up to
$2.6 million in 2018, while ransomware
cost $646,000 on average4.
Lack of cybersecurity professionals
In parallel, there is a growing shortage
of cybersecurity professionals – globally
the gap will reach 1.8 million by 20225.

Improper security can cost you even if you're not
hacked at all, as regulations increasingly make
insecure or user-hostile data practices financially
risky. For instance, last year Google had to pay a
$57 million fine in France for non-compliance with
GDPR6.
You can tackle these challenges by bringing
cybersecurity analysis, planning and training inhouse. Use our Cyber-Range Services to safely,
privately and securely maximize protection of your
networks and to train your ICT professionals to
comprehensively tackle cybersecurity issues.

CITEF™
Your on-demand,
realistic, safe, secure
and legal Environment
as a Service

The RHEA Group Difference
RHEA’s Next Generation CyberRange Services are based on
our cutting-edge Cybersecurity
Integration, Test and Evaluation
Framework (CITEF™) assets
emulation and automation
platform.
CITEF has been developed under
contract to the European Space
Agency to deliver an advanced
cyber-range capability equipped to
support the demanding needs of
cybersecurity for space assets and
other critical infrastructures.
When you choose a RHEA
Next Generation Cyber-Range
Services solution, you can speak
to real people in our expert
teams who speak in plain
language, and who understand
and remain current with the
contemporary cyber threat
environment.

CITEF is a comprehensive platform that
is designed to work the way you work,
with its visual front-end and templatebased environment modelling. It offers
a unique combination of benefits:
Build a realistic and full emulation of
your assets – not a minimal simulation.
Spin up training and test environments
in minutes in a safe, secure and legal
environment.
Advanced hybrid scenario generation
incorporating both digital and physical
assets.
User-friendly interface for scenario
development and instantiation, with
drag-and-drop functionality.
Critical infrastructure assets emulation
including industrial control systems (ICS),
supervisory control and data-acquisition
(SCADA) systems, and the Internet of
Things.
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Our Credentials
Founded nearly 30 years ago, RHEA Group has been keeping
organizations secure internationally for over 10 years. Trusted by
government departments and agencies, international organizations
including NATO and the European Space Agency, and clients in
multiple sectors including critical national infrastructure, finance,
manufacturing, defence, aviation and space.

Why Use RHEA Group Next Generation
Cyber-Range Services?
Being prepared for a cyberattack can
make the difference between success
and failure when an attack happens.
Cybercriminals may target your data or
processes, with the aim of disrupting
your services, either for financial gain
or malicious purposes. Human error
from within your own organization
puts your systems at risk too.
Investment in cyber-range services
gives you access to a powerful
capability at a fraction of the cost of
investing in your own system, enabling
your teams to practice for every
cyberattack eventuality and letting
you identify and secure weaknesses
anywhere across your networks.
RHEA Group has been at the forefront
of security for over a decade. We
provide software platforms, physical
and virtual security services, and
expert support, both remotely and on
site. We know what it takes to keep
your organization safe.

RHEA Next Generation Cyber-Range Services
Choose from our custom, turnkey Enterprise solutions; either
on-premise or host in the cloud on your own dedicated secure server.
RHEA Group
Next Generation Cyber-Range Services

Enterprise
On-Premise

Enterprise
Cloud

Initial assessment/needs discovery
CITEF Enterprise license
Access to standard digital library*
Software installation on client infrastructure

n/a

2-day administrator training (managed service training optional)
1-day user training (up to 10 people)
Support and maintenance (software maintenance†; phone and email

user support 8am-5pm EST)

Complex scenario generation support

Optional

Optional

Custom applications and/or virtual machines support

Optional

Optional

Training modules development support

Optional

Optional

Server hardware

Optional

‡

*S
 oftware licenses not included; † Excludes update of virtual machines, apps and scenarios; ‡ Hosted on a dedicated cloud
server; Optional services subject to additional fees.
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Our Cyber-Range Services are based on the CITEF™ platform,
enabling you to do all of the following from a dedicated environment
within your own organization, whenever you want.
Create realistic, private and secure
emulations of your networks and critical
infrastructure and assets easily and
quickly using a drag-and-drop interface
and automated activation, verification and
instantiation.
Create a prototype development
‘lab’ where new products, technologies
and methodologies can be researched,
developed, tested and evaluated.

Design cyberattack scenarios for
training exercises using the Scenario
Virtual Environment Editor – equip
analysts and ‘firefighters’ with all
necessary skills and develop response
plans and procedures customized for your
organization.
Set up a framework for certification
testing and research into new ideas and
complex cyber problems.

Contact us to discover how RHEA Group can
support your cybersecurity programme with our
Next Generation Cyber-Range Services. To find
out more visit www.rheagroup.com
Email: info@rheagroup.com Belgium: +32 10 48 72 50
RHEA Group (headquarters)
Avenue Einstein 8, 1300 Wavre, Belgium
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